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Introduction
With increasing inequality and withstanding global social issues came about
generating new financing mechanisms to catalyze solutions. As daunting challenges
mount on a global scale, the United Nations convened to organize shared challenges
under SDGs (Sustainable Development Goals) and Paris Convention in Climate
Change. How to reduce the gap between “demands” and “resources” has become a
common concern for governments, intellectuals, industries, and organizations – all
stakeholders. Impact investing is considered to be an effective, innovative means to
mobilize resources in meeting these challenges.
The rising interest in “impact investing” is felt across the globe. Impact investing is
thought to “generate positive, measurable social and environmental impact alongside
financial returns.”1 It is to intentionally seek both financial and social returns for
public or private opportunities ideally to contribute to global sustainability issues such
as climate, education, energy, and food security.
This research will bring together overarching themes, approaches, and trends of
impact investing, how to classify relevant asset classes, and what constraints the
sector faces. The report will provide an initial assessment of the sector, provide a
snapshot of the country-level ecosystem, key recommendations for each industry,
and showcase case studies in the report.
The report reflects the macro trends in the impact investing industry worldwide
surveying the global trends. The report finds that it is possible to achieve return of
impact across asset classes from large institutional investors at scale to smaller
grants for local solutions. Therefore, impact investing is not a standalone activity; it is
an approach with intentionality and a direction to evaluate and select investments
along with social goals in mind. It ultimately creates alignment among goal-setters,
planners, investors, social enterprises, professional managers, and direct
beneficiaries to maximize intended impact.
Section 1. Understanding Impact Investing explains the mainstream history, how
it is different from traditional investing, and a snapshot of the state of the sector.
Philanthropy does not regard financial returns and is purely aimed for the impact.
Non-impact investments such as hedge funds attempt to maximize returns. Impact
investing is where financial returns are expected at a competitive or a lower than the
traditional market rate for social good. Returns are not assumed to have a specific
financial risk or return profile, but rather these correlations would emerge over time
and likely surface different conclusions in different impact sectors and geographies.
The section also explores different approaches to impact investing and asset
classes: venture capital/private equity, large institutional investors, foundations,
family offices, high net worth individuals, and others.
Section 2. Impact Investing Trends provides an overview of global trends relevant
to today’s impact investing. Themes introduced here are blended-value investing,
Sustainable Development Goals, and new technologies in impact investing, such as
1

GIIN, What You Need to Know about Impact Investing: “What is Impact Investing,”
https://thegiin.org/impact-investing/need-to-know/#what-is-impact-investing
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targeted investment products leveraging big data and artificial intelligence. Impact
investing industry has emerged from its infancy with new mechanisms where
investors have a mission-aligned approach to derive social goals integrated into the
portfolios. It is now considered as an asset management lens incorporated under
private and public mechanisms. Under impact investing themes, the idea of putting
the intended impact as the screen in investing is called thematic investing.
Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) factors are considered as a
mainstream approach to a thematic investing process, but an international effort to
streamline global challenges by impact themes has been led by the United Nations
called the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). An SDG aligned United Nations
entity is called the United Nations Capital Development Fund (UNCDF). To catalyze
impact investing and its tremendous opportunity for sustainable development goals,
the section also studies the advent of new technologies like Blockchain and open
investing platforms.
Section 3. Case Studies identifies the participants that are most actively involved in
the impact investing ecosystem and are effective in their respective approaches. It
also describes how these organizations are making investments across the various
asset classes. It gives an overview of the fund, different fund strategies, themes
invested, as well as impact measurement tools and schemes. It analyzes the
following asset management entities: Bain Capital, Aavishkaar Ventures, RSF Social
Finance, RS Group, the Greenbaum Foundation, and Christian Super.
Section 4. Impact Investment in South Korea shares that South Korea can
catalyze on competitive advantages by aligning its impact investing initiatives to
global trends. South Korea is a successful development model which ascended into
its export-oriented economy with technological advancements and its entrepreneurial
DNA, which is becoming a breeding ground for new innovative social enterprises. It
examines that the government has been receptive to balance the impact investing
trend and social enterprises, launching the Social Enterprise Promotion Act and a
‘CCVC Korea Impact Fund’ in Busan City. However, impact investing is far from
mainstream. Despite Korea’s entrepreneurial and business friendly environment,
impact investing is often seen with a political lens or as more of a philanthropic
endeavor. There are limited companies with the ESG or Socially Responsible
Investing orientation to invest into public equity markets. The section recommends
asset management solutions pursue a blended finance model with social goals
integrated into the investment process and adopting a common language around
social metrics and global standards like corporate shared values and sustainable
development goals, and a mechanism to collectively evaluate social and
environmental performance.
APPENDIX I. References lays out charts and references noted in the earlier
sections, expanding upon the different asset classes, a spectrum of impact
investments, different approaches to impact – noting the increasing diversity of
assets across classes and its frameworks.
APPENDIX II. Additional Readings is for readers who are interested in poring
about impact investing further. It suggests a list of readings on applications and
contexts of impact investing including indices of funds that incorporate
environmental, social and governance factors into equity portfolio construction,
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overview and roadmap of actors and tools that have emerged in the philanthropic
and social investing arena, developments in the impact investing industry, role of
government in impact investing markets, as well as new opportunities and
challenges.
Findings here suggest that the problems are in having a consensus around
articulating, analyzing, and understanding the idea of impact when investing. There
are at-large tools to understand investments and their characteristics, but there are
questions to clarify the potential of applying impact investments as an asset
mechanism and catalyzing it across all stakeholders.
Successfully tackling climate change not only requires policy action, but also to scale
up and shift public and private sector investments in an integrated framework. Impact
investing is often thought of in small scales for local solutions as a microfinancing
mechanism or is easily confused with philanthropy. However, new financial tools,
instruments, and market-based solutions across varying asset classes are being
employed to achieve the shared goals for sustainable development or SDGs. While
impact investment is meant to address the SDGs, the thematic lens for the purpose
of impact investing is done through Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG)
tools. Exploration of these trends on comparative use cases would help to identify
existing gaps or opportunities for collective wisdom and action elsewhere, including
South Korea. With a trend analysis, the report finds that the diversity of assets
deployed may vary with the goals or its own ecosystem, but they are no longer a
niche; Impact investing sector is clearly growing rapidly worldwide.
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Section 1. Understanding Impact Investing
Impact investing industry is growing rapidly. However, the idea of impact investing
came about from Christian ministries in the United States in mid-1700s. With the
ideas of moral responsibilities of commercial enterprises against profiting from
slavery, and boycotts, impact investing took shape.2 Until early 2000s, investors
have historically drawn a clear distinction between their investment activities and
philanthropy.3
According to the Global Impact Investing Network (GIIN), a nonprofit organization
dedicated to increasing the scale and effectiveness of impact investing across
funders, it defines it as “investments made into companies, organizations, and funds
with the intention to generate measurable social and environmental impact alongside
a financial return. Impact Investing includes investments that range from producing a
return of principal capital to offering market-rate or even market-beating financial
returns…Impact investors actively seek to place capital in businesses and funds that
can harness the positive power of enterprise.”4
The following section will provide an overview of the consensus around impact
investing, spectrum of risks acceptable when compared with traditional investing, as
well external benefits when adopting the model.
1.1 What is impact investing?
Impact investing is quite simple. It attempts to solve our social problems by
mobilizing capital. While traditional investments lie on the spectrum without regard to
social impact, philanthropy does not regard financial returns.
Impact investing lays in a space where financial returns grow with impact. Impact
investing can expect financial return or choose to accept a lower return. Investors
and funders would have a range of expectations based on the risk continuum of
financial and impact returns.
Impact investing ideally has the following mechanisms:
•

It is value-aligned: Transactions are mostly private debt or equity investments.
There are publicly listed impact investments, but they are categorized under a
screened socially responsible investment, in which investors seek to minimize
negative impact than a proactive positive impact. An investor’s intention to
have a positive social or environmental impact through investments is
essential.

2

Jacen Greene, An Introduction to Impact Investing
https://impactentrepreneurs.wordpress.com/2012/04/16/an-introduction-to-impact-investing/
3
Jane Finkelman, Kate Huntington, Impact Investing: History & Opportunity,
https://www.athenacapital.com/wp-content/uploads/Impact-Investing-History-and-Opportunity.pdf
4
GIIN, 2018 GIIN Annual Impact Investor Survey,
https://thegiin.org/assets/2018_GIIN_Annual_Impact_Investor_Survey_webfile.pdf
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•

It has impact returns: The model of the business should be designed with
intended effect on the target population may be much broader than the
consumers. Values should be ideally integrated into the business model.

•

It has financial returns: Impact investments are expected to generate a
financial return on capital or, at minimum, a return of capital. Range of return
classes and expectations: Target financial returns that range from below
market (sometimes called concessionary) to risk-adjusted market rate, and
can be made across asset classes, including but not limited to cash
equivalents, fixed income, venture capital, and private equity. 5,6

These investors operate across multiple business sectors, including agriculture,
water, housing, education, health, energy and financial services. The impact
objectives may vary such as mitigating climate change or providing assets for poor
people. It can also take the form of different finance structures, such as debt, equity,
or other like social innovation bonds. According to the Rockefeller Foundation and
J.P. Morgan, they provide capital, expect financial returns to business designed with
the intent to general positive social or environmental returns.
Impact investors could range broadly across sectors and objectives – private wealth
managers, commercial banks, pension fund managers, boutique investment funds,
companies and community development finance institutions. Essentially, there exist
the funders (government, foundations, family offices, high net worth individuals, and
other socially responsible investing) that fund impact investing intermediaries
(microfinance institutions, social banks, social venture capital/private equity firms,
and pension funds) that invest in social enterprises for beneficiaries.

5

GIIN, What you need to know about impact investing, https://thegiin.org/impact-investing/need-toknow/#core-characteristics-of-impact-investing
6
J.P. Morgan, Impact Investments: An Emerging Asset Class,
https://thegiin.org/assets/documents/Impact%20Investments%20an%20Emerging%20Asset%20Class
2.pdf
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Source: KPMG, 선진공여기관의 개도국 임팩트투자
See Section 4.1 for Different Types of Asset Classes

Source: KPMG, 선진공여기관의 개도국 임팩트투자
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1.2 Different Approaches to Impact Investing
The idea of impact investing and how to allocate capital based on different
approaches have diverged over time. Asset classes can be clustered according to
the way investments would deliver financial return by the approach that they take. As
illustrated by the below frameworks, impact investments are intended to align with an
investor’s preference. In the impact investing spectrum, one end has the traditional
investing mechanism and the other philanthropy and can compare the extent of
impact and risk in an impact portfolio. The categories in organizing impact portfolio to
determine level of impact, moving from less to more integral impact, are the
following:
•

Responsible: Also known as Socially Responsible Investing (SRI), this
approach involves the negative screening of investments due to conflicts or
inconsistencies with personal or organizational values, non-conformity to
global environmental standards, adherence to certain codes of practice, or
other such binary impact performance criteria. ‘Responsible’ captures
investment activity that may proactively contain a social or environmental
component in its strategy.

•

Sustainable: Sustainable investments move beyond a defensive screening
posture, actively looking for investments that are positioned to benefit from
market conditions by integrating Environmental, Social and Governance
(ESG) factors into core investment decision-making processes. This can
include corporate engagement, innovations, and new markets that are
recognized as a path to growth, with positive social and environmental
benefits, such as, for example, alternative energy.

•

Thematic: Thematic or mission investments have a particular focus on one or
more impact themes, such as clean water or deforestation, and work to
channel investment allocations in those particular directions. These are highly
targeted investment opportunities, in which the social or environmental
benefits are fully blended into the value proposition of a commercially
positioned investment.

•

Impact-First: Investments that seek to optimize a desired social or
environmental outcome, without regard for competitive return. They are open
to trading off financial return for more impact where a more commercially
oriented return is not yet available.

•

Non-Impact Investments: Investments made for the sole purpose of financial
return, without any explicit consideration given to the social impact of the
investments.

•

100% Impact Investment: The intentional commitment by asset owners of
100% of their assets to positive social and/or environmental impact.
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NonImpact
Investing
Maximize
Returns

Responsible
Investing
Consideration
of ESG risks
to screen out
investments

ß Impact Investing à
Sustainable
Thematic
Investing
Investing
Targeting
investments
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positioned to
benefit from
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integration of
ESG factor

Focus on
issue areas
where social
or
environmental
needs offer
commercial
growth
opportunities
for market rate
return

Impact-First
Investing

Philanthropy

Emphasis on
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optimization of
social or
environmental
needs which
may result in
financial tradeoff

No financial
returns

Market Competitive Returns
Maximizing Impact Returns
Growth
Companies

Growth
Companies

Non-Growth
companies
Non-growth
Growth
companies
companies
Source: NPC, Investing for Impact: Practical Tools, Lessons, and Results, 2015.7

To navigate the following strategies, the report recommends adopting an incremental
philosophy to explore opportunities in the program that builds upon the internal
capacity, investment functions, and existing relationships. For instance, mission
related investments are “financial investments made with the intention of furthering a
foundation’s mission and recovering the principal invested or earning financial
return.” Socially responsible investing focuses primarily on (negative) social
screening and proxy activity in public equities, while mission-related investing is a
proactive approach in use across asset classes.8
*See APPENDIX A for asset categories
*See Appendix B for a full list of investing approaches
1.3 Why should I start impact investing?
Impact investing is no longer a niche market. As more investors are interested in
exploring impact, they are seen as a simple mechanism with expected financial
return and an approach to impact.
Impact investing can offer the following opportunities when pursuing impact
investing:

7

NPC, Investing for Impact: Practical Tools, Lessons, and Results, 2015.
https://www.thinknpc.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/KLF_Investing-for-impact_FINAL.pdf
8
Heron, Expanding Philanthropy, Mission-related Investing at the F.B. Heron Foundation,
https://www.heron.org/sites/default/files/Expanding_Philanthropy_Mission_Related_Investing_at_the_
FB_Heron_Foundation.pdf
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•

Banks, pension funds, financial advisors, and wealth managers can provide
client investment opportunities to both individuals and institutions with an
interest in general or specific social and/or environmental causes.

•

Institutional and family foundations can leverage significant assets to advance
their core social and/or environmental goals, while maintaining or growing
their overall endowment.

•

Government investors and development finance institutions can provide proof
of financial viability for private-sector investors while targeting specific social
and environmental goals9

McKinsey & Company looked at financial returns for impact investments on 48
investor exits between 2010 and 2015 and found that they produced a median
internal rate of return (IRR) of about 10 percent. The top one-third of deals yielded a
median IRR of 34 percent, clearly indicating that it is possible to achieve profitable
exits in social enterprises. The below figure shows some evident relationships
between deal size and volatility of returns, as well as overall performance. The larger
deals produced a much narrower range of returns, while smaller deals generally
produced better results. The smallest deals had the worst returns and the greatest
volatility.10

Source: McKinsey & Co., 2018

Below is a figure of respondents who report that portfolio performance
overwhelmingly meets or exceeds investor expectations for both social and
environmental impact and financial return, in investments spanning the market as a
whole.
9

GIIN, Impact Investing Guide, https://thegiin.org/assets/documents/GIIN_impact_investing_guide.pdf
McKinsey & Company, Private Equity and Principal Investors,
https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/private-equity-and-principal-investors/our-insights/a-closer-lookat-impact-investing
10
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Performance relative to expectations:

Source: GIIN, 2018.
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Section 2. Impact Investing Trends
2.1 Blended-Value Capital
The idea of blended capital paved the way for new thinking across silo networks of
maximizing value. It focused on aligning the investments of endowments with the
mission of the foundation. The philosophy was launched Jed Emerson, a strategic
advisor to family offices and wealth management firms proposed the idea of
“Blended-Value” to “describe the reality that the value we create in our lives and
through our investing is a blend of social, environmental and economic elements in
the intersection of nonprofit, for-profit, hybrid, and other capital identities.11
The idea of a blended value proposition is founded on the idea that the value cannot
be simply divided into blocks of impact or financial returns, but that any business
entities would consider social and environmental impact on society alongside their
financial performance measurement. Within the same context, non-profits would
consider their financial efficiency and sustainability in tandem with their social and
environmental performance. Therefore, under the blended value proposition,
measuring investments purely in terms of financial returns is a disingenuous
assessment of reality because there are social and environmental implications to any
business activity.
The momentum around impact ventures is that they are seen as investment vehicles
support companies across different structures and meaningfully target solving of the
issues less concerned by the growth proposition. The focus is less competition, on
the event of a liquidity or an exit but more on sustainable prosperity model based on
cooperation win-win model.
Organizations gather data in order to report their performance to their investors.
When investors seek blended value, they look for social, environmental, and
financial returns. Although there is no single standardized measurement system to
define these returns for investors, efforts are being taken by organizations such
as Global Impact Investing Network (GIIN) to create a set of measurement tools and
metrics that make holistic assessment of investments more feasible.
2.2 SDG Aligned Initiatives
An international effort to streamline shared global challenges by impact themes has
been led by the United Nations. In September of 2015, 193 member states put
together comprehensive ambitious goals for all nations and people for governments
and sustainable development goals to be achieved with businesses. The framework
has made clear of the global challenges that companies and investors currently face,

11

Edwin Epperson III, Doing Well and Doing Good – Interview with Jed Emerson,
https://caninvestorssavetheworld.com/doing-well-and-doing-good-interview-with-jed-emerson/
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and they are asked to contribute to the SDGs through their business activities, asset
allocation, and investment decisions.12
Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) came to fruition as a way of
consolidating and articulating the
world’s most pressing sustainability
issues in a globally agreed framework.
Investors with long-term portfolios in
the global capital markets can improve
their long-term financial performance
by investing in solutions guided by the
sustainable development goals.

Source: The SDG Investment Case p. 6

Though each SDG opportunity may vary by industry, the SDGs provide a multistakeholder tool for financial services and a focal tool for mobilizing private sector
capital.13 United Nations estimates about $3.9 trillion between now and 2030 to meet
the challenges identified by the SDGs.14
In tracking impact performance against SDGs, the potential for impact investing to
bring progress toward the goals is better streamlined and catalyzed. Asset
management firms increasingly incorporate SDGs into the investment cycle in
raising, asset classes, target returns, geographies, and sectors of investment.
In other words, SDGs become the overarching framework for the impact investors in
global efforts for sustainable development. It provides a useful foundation for
scalable impact bringing together global stakeholders around 17 ambitious
development goals. When applied in an impact investing lens, investors looks inside
the operations of a public company and scores/ranks are assigned based on a series
of metrics under Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) factors. ESG
investing assumes investing in areas that minimize business’s operational risk tend
to be in environmental, social, and governance. Therefore, ESG investing or in
socially responsible practices makes also good business sense. Investors measure
their current exposure minimum ESG standards to minimize exposure to negative
impacts and maintain minimum governance standards.

12

Principles for Responsible Investment, SDG Investment Case,
https://www.unpri.org/download?ac=5909
The SDGs are a global effort to pursue an agenda for sustainable economic growth and address
social needs including education, health, social protection and job opportunities, while also tackling
climate change and other environmental issues. A study by the United Nations Conference on Trade
and Development (UNCTAD) identified that achieving the SDGs “will take between US$5 to $7 trillion,
with an investment gap in developing countries of about $2.5 trillion.” In this scenario, the role of the
private sector is critical as it can bring “agility in delivery and new approaches to financing the SDGs.”
Impact investing is one of many approaches the private sector can use to promote and support the
implementation of the SDGs.
13
KPMG, SDG Industry Matrix for Financial Services,
https://home.kpmg/content/dam/kpmg/xx/pdf/2017/05/sdg-financial-services.pdf
14
The Bridgespan Group, “What is Impact Investing and Why Should You Care?”
https://www.bridgespan.org/insights/library/impact-investing/what-is-impact-investing
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“The SDGs are a powerful, visible and colorful set of flags around which investors
can gather to learn a common language. Improved communication, complemented
by bigger data on the consequences of choices made in the past, will lead to a better
understanding and better investment decisions for the future. The SDGs are also 17
globally recognized beacons which investors can move towards. The speed and the
direction of progress, how to measure it, and how to manage it is now a question of
‘how and when’ and not a question of ‘if or why’. Investors now have a framework
within which to channel their sense of urgency for change towards more sustainable
development.”
Vivina Berla, Co-Managing Partner, Sarona Asset Management15
*See Appendix C for more on SDG Aligned Initiatives

15

Ibid.
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Source: KPMG, 선진공여기관의 개도국 임팩트투자

2.3 SDG & United Nations Capital Development Fund
Sustainable Development Goals are also integrated within all the United Nations
agencies, such as the United Nations Capital Development Fund (UNCDF). The
SDG framework is integrated within its strategic framework financing model, local
development level, and its partnerships.
The United Nations Capital Development Fund has an ambitious mission in
unlocking the public and private finance for the 47 least developed countries (LDCs).
UNCDF’s financing models work through two channels: financial inclusion that
expands the opportunities for individuals, households, and small businesses to
participate in the local economy, providing them with the tools they need to climb out
of poverty and manage their financial lives; and localized investments that show how
fiscal decentralization, innovative municipal finance, and structured project finance
can drive public and private funding that underpins local economic expansion and
sustainable development.16
The goal is for the least developed countries to achieve the sustainable development
goals and achieve structural transformation. UNCDF’s contributions detail to SDG 1
“No Poverty”, SDG 5 “Gender Equality”, SDG 7 “Affordable and Clean Energy”, SDG
8 “Decent Work and Economic Growth”, SDG 9 “Industry, Innovation, and

16

United Nations Capital Development Fund, https://www.uncdf.org/
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Infrastructure”, SDG 10 “Reduced Inequalities”, SDG 11 “Sustainable Cities and
Communities, SDG 13 “Climate Action”, and SDG 17 “Partnership for the Goals.”17
UNCDF also uses the SDG framework to partner with external entities, such as
Impact Shares, a non-profit fund manager launching an Exchange-Trade Fund (ETF)
to include social criteria identified by UNCDF. 18 Impact Shares also supports
UNCDF’s work through sharing its fund management fee and allow for a
decentralized platform for investors to reward companies investing responsibly to
achieve the SDGs.19
2.4 Technologies in Impact Investing
The UN hopes that by 2030 we can have a major impact on averting climate change.
Threats from overpopulation to climate change to natural resource depletion are
reaching their tipping points, and the only way to generate responsive tipping points
is by leveraging the momentum with new technologies such as AI, IoT, blockchain,
renewable energy, and more. All of these exponentially-growing sectors of
innovation coming together will create a profoundly different set of operating systems
and paradigms over the next decade.
Blockchain technology is currently revolutionizes the storing, management and
transfer of value between digital identities in many economic sectors. It can catalyze
growth of impact investing with number of potential benefits: greater transparency,
enhanced security, improved traceability, increased efficiency and speed of
transactions, and reduced costs.20
Blockchain has recently made its way into the impact investment community, and a
broad range of use cases are being developed to take advantage of its features,
giving rise to a new category of application referred to as “impact tokens.”21 These
tokens represent a UN Sustainable Development Goal-related impact, usually in the
form of a quantified, unit-based measurement metric, which is linked to its origin.
These tokens can be used to make performance-based payments, track impacts
through supply chains or substantiate claims on supporting SDGs.22
Investment managers today employ proprietary analytical methods to process both
ESG and financial data and identify which securities to include in their portfolios.
Sustainalytics is a tool emerged as a major source of ESG data in the United
States.23 In 2016, Morningstar announced that the firm would serve as the data
provider for its own mutual fund sustainability ratings system. The ratings
17

UNCDF, Are you a decision-maker in government, business, or civil society?
https://www.uncdf.org/article/3951/igniting-sdg-progress-through-digital-financial-inclusion
18
UNCDF, Sustainable Development Goals Global Equity Exchange Traded Funds – SDGA
https://www.uncdf.org/sustainable-development-goals-global-equity-exchange-traded-fund-sdga
19
Ibid.
20
World Economic Forum, 5 ways Blockchain can Transform the World of Impact Investing,
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2018/09/5-ways-blockchain-can-transform-the-world-of-impactinvesting/
21
Ibid.
22
Impact Tokens, https://www.impacttokens.com/
23
Sustainalytics, https://www.sustainalytics.com/
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methodology is that they score companies relative to their industry peers on those
issues that are most material to financial performance. Arabesque is another ESG
Quant fund platform launched by Georg Kell, the formerly the Executive Director of
the United Nations Global Compact, as a voluntary corporate sustainability initiative.
It uses a proprietary algorithm called S-Ray that compares the principles of UN
Global Compact, such as Human Rights, Labor Rights, Environment, and AntiCorruption and the financial performance of over 7,000 of the world’s largest
corporations.24
Other online platforms, such as OpenInvest, Swell, Hedgeable, and Wealthsimple
enable investors to mix and match among impact themes and offer a more
transparent and customizable variety of impact investing and allow for the general
public to sign up for impact investing options.
New York-based Fintech company, First Access, offers smart data platform for
financial institutions in emerging markets. Invested by Bamboo Capital Partners, an
impact investing private equity firm, it offers a smart data platform for analytics and
credit scoring to lending institutions in emerging markets.25
By identifying high-potential companies on innovative solutions, the leading open
source platforms bring forth decentralized platforms for at-large conscious
investments. Emerging technology platforms allow for a baseline comparison
bringing financial transparency for a variety of stakeholders. With new advent of
technologies, unlocking of finance can happen at scale to achieve the global goals.
2.5 The Current State of Impact Investing
According to the Global Impact Investing Network’s 2018 Annual Survey, the
respondents collectively manage over USD 228 billion in impact investing assets.
Here are the main key findings from the survey responses from fund managers,
banks, foundations, development finance institutions, pension funds, insurance
companies, and family offices.26
•

The impact investing industry is growing. Over half of the investors surveyed
made their first impact investment in the last ten years, showing that there are
many new entrants to the market. In 2017, respondents invested over USD 35
billion into over 11,000 deals, and indicated plans to increase capital invested
by 8% in 2018.

•

The impact investing market is diverse. Top sectors to which respondents
have allocated capital are financial services, energy, and microfinance. While
allocations have grown across all sectors and geographies over the past five

24

Arabesque, https://arabesque.com/s-ray/
Finextra, Bamboo Leads $7 million round in credit scoring startup First Access
https://www.finextra.com/pressarticle/71628/bamboo-leads-7-million-round-in-credit-scoring-startupfirst-access
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GIIN, ANNUAL IMPACT INVESTOR SURVEY FROM THE GLOBAL IMPACT INVESTING
NETWORK (GIIN) SHOWS EVIDENCE OF DYNAMIC AND DIVERSE IMPACT INVESTING
MARKET,
https://thegiin.org/assets/2018%20Annual%20Impact%20Investor%20Survey_Press%20Release.pdf
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years (at a robust rate of 13% per annum overall), growth has been
particularly strong in segments that historically accounted for a smaller share
of investments – such as education and food & agriculture in terms of sectors
and Oceania and East & Southeast Asia in terms of geographies – thus
indicating expansion in investor interests.
•

Overwhelmingly, impact investors report performance in line with both
financial and impact expectations. A majority of respondents indicated that
their investments have met or exceeded their expectations for impact (97%)
and financial (91%) performance.

•

Impact investors demonstrate a strong commitment to measuring and
managing impact. Nearly all respondents measure the social and/or
environmental performance of their impact investments. They use a mix of
proprietary metrics, qualitative information, the GIIN’s IRIS aligned metrics,
and other tools and frameworks. The majority of respondents (76%) set
impact targets for some or all of their investments to track progress toward
their social/environmental goals.

•

Investors are committed to the United Nations Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs). Many investors are recognizing the power of their capital to
help achieve the SDGs. 76% of impact investors track their investment
performance to the SDGs or plan to do so in the future.

•

Impact investors note that there are remaining challenges that need to be
addressed as the industry continues to grow. The most commonly cited
challenges facing the growth of the impact investing industry are: the ‘lack of
appropriate capital across the risk/return spectrum’ and the ‘lack of common
understanding of the definitions and segments of the market.’
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Section 3. Case Studies
3.1 A Guide to the Case Studies
In impact investing, comparing asset management firms by characteristics and
practices can help distinguish what type of model, class, and geographies would be
suitable for managing the intended impact.
For instance, a foundation could make a program-related investment into a fund that
provides financing for community clinics. A high-net-worth investor could invest in a
mutual fund that invests in public equities and files shareholder resolutions or
engages with public companies on environmental issues. Impact investing landscape
is multifold and diverse – ranging across the types of organizations relevant, capital
deployed, and investment objectives.
Many investors, though, will also want to know the correlation between an investee’s
impact goals and their financial goals: a concept Bridges Ventures refers to as
“alignment.” Like the hedge fund and private equity strategies above, impact classes
would not be assumed to have a specific financial risk/return profile, but rather these
correlations would emerge over time and likely surface different conclusions in
different impact sectors and geographies.
For the purpose of this report, we will examine the following types of investing
vehicles: large institutional asset management firms, private equity, venture capital,
private debt, family office, foundations, and a faith-based fund.
3.2 Different Types of Asset Classes

According to GIIN’s 2018 Annual Global Investor Survey, impact funds are now
organized as the following: for-profit fund management (46%), nonprofit fund
management firms (13%), foundation (13%), banks and institutional investors (6%),
family offices (4%), and pension funds (4%).
Here below are two charts comparing the number of type of funds and projects
dedicated to impact investing.
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Source: ImpactBase Studies
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1. Large financial institutions such as BlackRock and Credit Suisse launched
their own impact divisions. Goldman Sachs acquired an impact investing firm,
and TPG’s Rise Fund has raised more than $2 billion in assets. 28 Other
fewer than one-third of the world’s largest 50 investment managers are active
in impact investing. These leading pension funds, insurance companies,
foundations, and asset managers are changing their approaches and
developing new financial products that match the institutional logic of
investment, which consists of: remaining within the perceived limits of
fiduciary responsibility, the size of the investments, the track record of the
investment manager, and the rules and regulations set by the supervisory
authorities. They are employing environmental, social, and governance (ESG)
strategies, small enterprises, and scalable instruments and business
models.29
When applying a risk screen to assess whether the companies are
responsible investments in public markets, Environmental, Social and
Governance (ESG) factors are considered. ESG factors drive higher financial
returns as more sustainable method of investing in the long-run and are issue
areas considered material in having an impact on business performance.
Examples of these factors across each of these three categories include
environmental risks such as more stringent regulation related to emissions
and waste, or resource depletion; social risks such as worker safety and
health or the use of child labor; and governance risk such as the presence of
bribery and corruption within a business, or mismatched or illegal incentives.
2. Investment Funds (Private Equity and Venture Capital) are investments
made into third-party managed funds that make debt and equity investments
into impact enterprises. Private equity is the most common investment
instrument used by impact investment funds.
3. Private debt or convertible notes have varying capital structures, but mostly
rely on equity and debt capital from investors such as pension funds,
foundations, banks, or public sector funders. They operate as investment
funds that directly finance individual clients, projects, and companies in
specific states, thus benefiting from close engagement with their end clients in
addition to building local knowledge and expertise. The funds collect and
analyze data on their clients, evaluate the risks of specific clients and projects,
and manage portfolios while negotiating funding needs with investors. They
comprise both debt capital at market or below-market rates and grants from
different types of private organizations and federal or local governments.
4. Family offices are private wealth management advisory firms that serve
ultra-high net worth families. These include the families’ values; financial
27

ImpactBase https://www.impactbase.org/info/investors
Jessica Pothering, The Economist stages a debate on the future of impact investing.
https://impactalpha.com/the-economist-stages-a-debate-on-the-future-of-impact-investing/
29
Stanford Social Innovation Review, The Institutional Impact Investing Revolution,
https://ssir.org/articles/entry/the_institutional_impact_investing_revolution
28
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motivations, including performance return and risk mitigation; and the positive
influence of peers.
Objectives of a family office can include inter-gen wealth management,
consolidated accounting, tax, and estates, family unity, education,
philanthropy, and others. Studies have found that about 10 percent of high net
worth and ultra high net worth individuals now currently own or employ social
impact investments. Family offices can have more independence compared to
other asset owners that may be subject to policy regulation or have mandated
trusts which limit decision-making. They can be more flexible in their
consideration of investments and can play a role in ecosystem building by
sharing knowledge, serving as role models and even financing organizations
dedicated to sector-building.
5. Foundations are different from family offices, as they are designed to have a
portfolio to invest in program-related investments and social investments – in
impact first funds without expectation of a financial return.
6. One of the value-driven approaches is called faith-based fund, where
religious-based investment rules and their interpretations of certain moral and
ethical standards are screened as an investment strategy. This morally
responsible or faith-based funds are the fastest growing subset of the socially
responsible investing category.
7. Private wealth managers that involves the management of assets of high net
worth individuals (HNWI) or accredited investors to help build a portfolio that
achieves the client’s financial goals also are integrating impact investments
into their traditional asset management portfolios. Jeff Skoll, the founder of
eBay, has an investment arm called the Capricorn Investment Group, which
has been put into work backing mostly private companies aiming to help the
environment and combat climate change.
8. Hedge funds are alternative investments that use pooled funds and employ a
variety of strategies to earn the highest investment returns possible as quickly
as possible. It involves complex investment strategies of publically traded
companies; given the limited number of public listings of impact enterprises,
there are currently limited opportunities for hedge funds in impact investing. A
well-known hedge fund is Bridgewater Associates LP with under $125 billion
of assets under management uses a global macro investing style based on
economic trends.
9. Unlike hedge funds focused on short-term profits, private equity funds are
focused on the long-term potential of the portfolio of companies they hold an
interest in or acquire. Venture capital and private equity firms invest in social
entrepreneurs, or entrepreneurs aimed at solving a social issue using
innovative and effective business models employing traditional principles,
processes, and operations. To effectively define a social entrepreneur, it is
argued that an entrepreneur identifies a commercial opportunity – whether a
material, product, service, or business – and organizes a venture to
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implement it. A social entrepreneur is deeply rooted within a system as an
agent of change within the larger economy.30
The social entrepreneur aims for value in the form of large-scale,
transformational benefit that accrues either to a significant segment of society
or to society at large. Unlike the entrepreneurial value proposition that
assumes a market that can pay for the innovation, and may even provide
substantial upside for investors, the social entrepreneur’s value proposition
targets an underserved, neglected, or highly disadvantaged population that
lacks the financial means or political clout to achieve the transformative
benefit on its own.31
*See Appendix D for a full list of Variety of Asset Classes
*See Appendix E for Asset Diversity across Classes
*See Appendix F for Assets Aligned with Sectors
*See Appendix G for Different Funds on Different Stages

30

Roger Martin, Sally Osberg, Social Entrepreneurship: The Case for Definition,
https://ssir.org/articles/entry/social_entrepreneurship_the_case_for_definition
31
Ibid.
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3.3 Large Institutional Asset Management Firm
Bain Capital is one of the world’s well-known impact-driven private multi-asset
alternative investment firms with over $108 billion of assets under management in
public equity, credit, public equity, private capital, and real estate.32
Asset Class

Alternative investments (public equity, credit, public equity, capital,
and real estate)
Sustainability, Health and Wellness and Community Building

Primary UN
Sustainable
Development
Goal/Theme
Headquarters: United States (Boston)
Years of
Operation:
Total Assets
Under
Management

It was founded in 1984.
It has total $108 billion of assets under management by 2018.
Its Double Impact fund is a $390 million vehicle. The fund seeks to
invest between $10 million and $40 million. It typically acquires
majority stakes.
Bain Capital's own investment professionals are the largest single
investor in each of its funds. From 1993, when Bain raised its first
institutional fund through the beginning of 2012, Bain had completed
fundraising for 11 funds with total investor commitments of over $38
billion, including its global private equity funds and separate funds
focusing specifically on investments in Europe and Asia. Since
1998, each of Bain's global funds has invested alongside
a coinvestment fund that invests only in certain larger transactions.

Investment
Thesis

The core value proposition of Bain Capital is that the firm’s impact
on the environment and society has higher returns, and therefore,
the core ESG considerations are a part of the due diligence process
across its company-specific and sector-wide perspectives.
The social and environmental values are ingrained in the Bain
Capital business structure, cross-asset opportunities, and its
strategic areas of focus. It is a global operation with ESG practices,
philanthropy mechanisms, and a separate partnership-based fund
for community building venture capital mechanism for portfolio
companies.

Financial
Performance

32

Bain Capital Double Impact has 11 investments and 8 portfolios.
Reported to have $12M in revenue annually.
Financial Reporting Frequency to Investors or Donors: Annual

Bain Capital Double Impact. https://www.baincapitaldoubleimpact.com/
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Impact
Tracking and
Monitoring

Its portfolio companies span across healthcare, dining, and
recyclables with focus on improving accessibility and quality for
underserved populations. The Fund measures impact in the preinvestment due diligence phase and in the post-investment period.
Pre-investment evaluation mechanisms involve specific ESG and
SRI factors across its investment strategies. For instance, Bain
Capital Credit avoids investing in companies with more than “10% of
revenues from the tobacco, firearms, munitions, and adult
entertainment industries.”

Investment
Case

The post-investment process helps to improve operations of
companies with ongoing monitoring of its ESG portfolios.
HealthDrive is a specialty provider of on-site dentistry, optometry,
podiatry, and audiology to residents in long-term care, skilled
nursing, and assisted living facilities. The company serves more
than 200,000 residents in 2,000 facilities across the country,
providing treatment and preventative healthcare services that
significantly improve access and quality of care for underserved
patients in extended care facilities and provides a cost-saving and
consistent treatment model for facilities and residents.
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3.4 Private Equity/Venture Capital
Promoting Micro and Small Enterprises (MSMEs) is an important strategy to achieve
sustained growth and economic prosperity, particularly in the world’s less developed
countries. However, MSMEs constantly face challenges to scale in terms of funding,
labor, regulations and supporting infrastructure. Aavishkaar India Micro Venture
Capital Fund works to address the funding challenge of MSMEs by paving the way
for micro-equity funding in a sector that has primarily been debt funded.
Aavishkaar has demonstrated success in achieving both financial flexibility and
operational efficiency, and serves as a benchmark to other organizations in the
sector. There is significant potential in replicating the Aavishkaar model to ensure
lasting social change by way of supporting MSMEs.
Asset Class
Primary UN
Sustainable
Development
Goal/Theme
Headquarters:

Venture Capital/Private Equity
Themes Invested: Rural Poverty, Health, Water, Sanitation,
Education, ICT

Years of
Operation:
Total Assets
Under
Management

Founded in 2001

US & Canada

US$ 160 million under management
The ten-year goal is to raise US$1.0 billion over the next ten years
and invest in 300 start-ups
•
•
•

Typical investment size of INR 1MM (~$25K)
Primarily equity players, convertible equity, and short-term
loans for working capital - but permitted to provide debt in
deals where equity is already present
Due to Indian regulations on venture capital firms, pure debt
can only make up 20% of deals, so debt funding tends to be
bridge loans to take care of small requirements for limited
time periods

It takes multiple investors (below market return with less fund fees)
and invest into an Impact Investment Fund (equity granted with a
below market return)

Investment
Thesis

It fundraises from the following categories:
• Corporates: 6%
• DFIs: 64%
• Family Office/HNIs/Foundation: 15%
• Development Financial Institutions: 64%
• Financial Institution Fund of funds: 2%
• Pension fund: 9%
Aavishkaar is a micro economic fund, targeting investments in India.
It is an enterprise-based development approach to foster economic
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Financial
Performance

Impact
Tracking and
Monitoring

Investment
Case

and entrepreneurial activity in rural India by providing risk capital
and advisory support to early-stage businesses.
In 2018, for every $1 invested, companies have raised $.4.37 x the
capital. It generated 23 full exits, 1 successful IPO and 4 partial
exits.
Financial Reporting Frequency to Investors or Donors: Annual
Impact is tracked through fund impact and portfolio impact.
Fund impact: investments make long term sustainable value
creation for investees by institutionalizing enterprises, attracting
follow-on capital, and generating exits.
Portfolio impact: direct jobs created and livelihood improved:
generated by the operations and activities of investee portfolio
companies
With the launch of Aavishkaar Goodwell India Microfinance
Development Company II, it invested in IntelleCash is a young MFI
that provides working capital and business loans to individuals and
small businesses. It is a business line of Arohan catering to the
MSME segment. It offers working capital facilities to POS enabled
merchants through Merchant Cash Advance (MCA) and online
players through ACH. A unique product, MCA offers loans to micro
and small enterprises underwritten on sales generated through
credit/debit cards/ online sales of the retailer. With loan amounts
ranging from INR 5 lakhs to as high as INR 75 lakhs, the product is
designed to suit the financial needs of enterprises both, small and
large.
IntelleCash is a new financial bank model offering additional
financial services to low-income rural households in India.
IntelleGrow, an IntelleCash entity, has to date offered loans to 55
SME’s to the sum of USD$22 million. Of those loans, 75% were
utilised to advance healthcare, clean energy, and financial inclusion
across the low-income segment.
The microfinance provider Arohan eventually merged with
IntelleCash’s vision, and Goodwell Investment facilitated a 60%
acquisition of Arohan. The acquisition allowed for IntelleCash to
pursue its growth strategy while providing capital base for building
debt capacity.
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3.5 Private Debt – Notes
RSF Social Finance is one of the most successful financial services organization
using private debt with absolute returns “dedicated to transforming the way the world
works with money.” In partnership with our investors and donors, RSF has made
over $500 million in grants, investments, and loans since 1984 to for-profit and nonprofit social enterprises working in the areas of Food & Agriculture, Education & the
Arts, and Ecological Stewardship with additional support to enterprises focusing on
workforce development.
Asset Class
Primary UN
Sustainable
Development
Goal/Theme

Private Debt - Absolute Return / Notes
SDG 4 – Quality Education
Themes Invested:
• Affordable Housing and Community Development
• Education and Charter Schools
• Sustainable Agriculture
Headquarters: US & Canada
Years of
Operation:
Total Assets
Under
Management

Investment
Thesis

More than 25 years
Total Assets under Management is $100 – 249MM
75% - 99% of Total Assets Under
Management that are Impact Investments
Total number of investors – more than 25
Less than 25% of Capital from top 3 investors
RSF Social Finance's current borrowers and grantees are a diverse
group of entrepreneurs with a social mission that, at their core,
drives what they do and how they do it, whether they're preserving
farmland or creating new opportunities for youth, all of our
organizations are working toward social, economic, and ecological
benefit.

Financial
Performance

Target Financial Returns Relative to Benchmark: Near-market Rates
Actual Performance Relative to Target Financial Returns in the Past
Three Years: Below initial target returns
Financial Reporting Frequency to Investors or Donors: Quarterly

Impact
Tracking and
Monitoring

Impact is tracked and the impact is reported to investors and donors
quarterly. It is validated by: B-Corp certified firm. (B-Corp certified
firm. (A third-party certification on process administered by the nonprofit B Lab, based in part on a company's verified performance on
the B Impact Assessment.33)

Investment
Case

Veritable Vegetable is a San Francisco based social enterprise that
obtained financing from our core lending program and from our
Local Food Collaborative. Founded in the early 1970s, Veritable

33

Certified B Corporation, https://bcorporation.net/
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Vegetable is a women-owned business that distributes organic
produce by purchasing, transporting and supplying the highest
quality organic fruits and vegetables on the market. The company is
unique in its commitment to making every business decision based
on their values. Veritable Vegetable is a certified B Corporation,
using the power of business to solve social and environmental
challenges. They focus on high integrity relationships, quality
produce, environmental sustainability, and active community
involvement. It distributes produce to California, Nevada, Arizona,
New Mexico, Colorado, and Hawaii.
Investments systematically target companies where social and/or
environmental impact is integral to the product/service being created:
We only target companies that fit our definition of a social enterprise, and for us that
means that their social and/or environmental impact must be central to their
existence. We define a social enterprise as a non-profit or for-profit venture in which
the economic activity is a means toward creating significant social or ecological
impact. A social enterprise views its values as central to all aspects of its work, and
is committed to holding itself accountable.
Investments systematically include social and environmental sustainability
practices in the due diligence process:
We evaluate the businesses not just on their outputs but on their full supply chain are they sourcing from sustainable partners, are they influencing the marketplace
(consumers and competitors), how do they treat their employees, etc. We are
analyzing how to include enterprises systemically excluded from the financial
system. Per the below, we are also examining how to support new markets more
broadly.
RSF strives to invest 100% of its assets in mission-driven organizations seeking
positive social and environmental impact. Specifically, RSF's investment thesis is
focused on supporting the following values:
1. Direct: RSF seeks to invest with as few layers of financial intermediation as
possible. Intermediaries should provide clear and compelling value, ideally
with respect to both financial and social impacts.
2. Transparent: RSF invests in enterprises or financial vehicles that are willing to
provide complete information on the use of invested funds and the criteria
employed to make investments or spending decisions.
3. Personal: RSF seeks to invest in enterprises and financial vehicles that
demonstrate a commitment to building relationships with stakeholders. RSF
should be able to know and communicate with the individuals responsible for
managing each of its investments.
4. Long-Term Relationships: RSF seeks to invest for the long-term whenever
possible. This includes working with financial vehicles that do not seek exit
opportunities that will jeopardize the long-term survival of a portfolio
investment's values and mission.
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3.6 Family Office
The RS Group is an organization that aims to use its resources to support the
creation of a more sustainable and equitable global community. Its mission is to be a
catalytic force in creating a paradigm shift in people’s values and priorities so
economic growth does not jeopardize human development and environmental
sustainability. This case study examines how RS Group’s approach involves
“Investing through a value-based lens,” so that the Group’s strategy and activities
are always in alignment with its mission.34 The organization has achieved a 100%
sustainable mission-aligned portfolio that generates both financial and impact
returns.
RS Group seeks to maximize impact through a Blended Value approach by utilizing
both investment and philanthropic capital to generate positive social, environmental
and financial returns. The Group implements responsible investment strategies
across the entire investment portfolio and makes impact investments leading to
tangible environmental and social outcomes. The Group also focuses its
philanthropic support on transformative ideas that will empower people and
communities to be agents of change in creating a more balanced, productive and
just society.
Asset Class
Family Office (Equity, Grant)
Primary UN
Sustainability, Environment, Social Entrepreneurship
Sustainable
Development
Goal/Theme
Headquarters: Hong Kong
Years of
Operation:
Investment
Thesis

Launched in 2008
Under the “Total Portfolio Management Approach”, all available
assets within the portfolio contribute to its mission for impact and
performance, ranging from philanthropic to near market and market
rate capital. Impact is generated from local community levels to
macro systemic levels, with a goal for the portfolio to generate a
holistic and integrated set of value creation – referred to as “Blended
Value”. RS Group takes a long-term horizon (typically 7-10 years)
when constructing its portfolio to achieve returns in line with its
mission.
Overall, it currently maintains 19 philanthropic engagements. Within
these, field-building is a focus in 11 engagements. Organizational
development/capacity building, programmatic development and
advocacy are represented 9 times each.

34

RS Group, RS Group: Investing in the future we want to create through Total Portfolio
Management, http://www.rsgroup.asia/approach/
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Thematically, better livelihoods for underserved communities is
covered by 43.7% of the philanthropy portfolio; rule of law and public
interest law promotion is covered by 27.1%; human and
environmental well-being is covered by 12.6%; and 11.3% of the
portfolio focuses on strengthening the social fabric. Two smaller
areas within the portfolio are infrastructure for sustainable and
impact investing, which is covered by 4.4% and climate change
mitigation and resource efficiency, which is covered by 0.9%.
The investment portfolio structure is the following in 2015:
• Cash 8%
• Real Assets 3%
• Private Equity/Debt 9%
• Fixed Income 27%
• Listed Equity 53%
Investment Types:
• Sustainable and Responsible (SRI) and Targeted Investing
91%
• Cash and Legacy Real Assets 9%
Financial
Performance

RS Group has developed a custom benchmark based on the MSCI
ACWI Barclays Global Aggregate and other customized approaches
such as the cash legacy PE (fund of funds), early stage PE and real
assets.
The 5.5 yr. average annual portfolio return was 5.0%, compared to
5.2% of the portfolio weighted benchmark.
RS Group used Sustainalytics to measure the ESG scores and
carbon footprint of its underlying listed equity investments, and B
Lab to aggregate 7 IRIS performance indicators among its private
equity and debt funds. At the same time, the investment portfolio
was allocated to four impact areas: 33% to climate change
mitigation and resource efficiency, 24% to cover better livelihoods
for underserved communities, 21% to human and environmental
well-being, 16% to cover sustainable food and agriculture and the
remaining 6% to infrastructure for impact investing. Due to the
rigorous engagement process before the investment, the alignment
is strong enough to ensure impact. Only very rarely have sub-par
impact performance led to an investment exit.

Impact
Tracking and
Monitoring

These themes are aligned with the Grant Portfolio strategy and
complement as well as amplify the impact produced by the
philanthropy portfolio. Furthermore, the philanthropy portfolio tackled
issues such as ‘strengthening the social fabric’ (11.3%) and ‘rule of
law and public interest law promotion’ (27.1%).
Fund managers and philanthropic grantees provide ongoing
reporting on mutually agreed impact indicator, and RS Group also
conducts annual review calls with all its invested fund managers. In
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Case

addition, RS Group engaged Sustainalytics and B Analytics on a
project basis to provide additional data on carbon footprint and IRISbased impact metrics respectively.
For large-cap equity, RS Group is invested in funds such as
Generation Global Equity fund and First State Global Emerging
Markets Sustainability fund, which incorporate climate change risks
and opportunities when selecting and evaluating companies. For
small and mid-cap equity, the Group looks to specialist funds like
Impax Environmental Markets fund which invests in companies that
are focused on energy efficiency improvements, renewable energy
use, water treatment, and recycling. Almost 10 per cent of RS
Group’s capital is allocated to companies developing innovative
solutions to the climate change challenge, a figure that will further
increase once other investments are implemented.
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3.7 Foundation
One of the most impressive foundation embodying the spirit is the Greenbaum
Foundation, founded by Jim Greenbaum. After successfully building up a large
telecom company in the 1980s, he retired in 1999 to focus exclusively on giving
back.35 His foundation seen as a “catalytic” funder, one that helps proven and costeffective initiatives ramp up. The philanthropy also puts strong emphasis on the
individuals behind an organization — seeking out dynamic, passionate leaders who
can sustainably scale their organization’s work and impact.36
Asset Class
Primary UN
Sustainable
Development
Goal/Theme
Headquarters:

Foundation
Animal advocacy and education, documentaries, human health, and
human rights, human trafficking and promoting philanthropy

Years of
Operation:
Total Assets
Under
Management

Since 1991

United States

Jim Greenbaum and his wife Lucie Berreby-Greenbaum are the only
two trustees. The Greenbaum Foundation does not accept
unsolicited proposals.
Out of his net worth of $133 million, Jim has committed to
contributing in excess of 85% of his assets to charitable projects
About $45,000,000 has been granted to the Foundation.

Investment
Thesis

Financial
Performance
Impact
Tracking and
Monitoring

The firm has historically given away around $2 million a year,
changed to $5 million. About 75 percent of that goes to human rights
work, and the rest to animal welfare. Development grants range
from $1,000 to about $100,000 for more established organizations.
It funds effective and efficient projects in areas of the highest need
often neglected by mainstream organizations and media. Causes
funded have to be relatively uncrowded and allow for impact at
scale.
N/A
1. Efficiency and innovation: Greenbaum is all about tangible results,
and he doesn’t typically fund huge, well-established players with a
lot of support from other philanthropists. “If an organization is doing
work that is not cost efficiently saving lives or reducing suffering, or
significantly improving the human condition using a new and novel
cost efficient approach, please don’t waste my time.”
2. Community Insider: Most of the groups they fund are working
within a community, as opposed to outsiders imposing their own

35

Devex, 5 'new money' foundations you should know, https://www.devex.com/news/5-new-moneyfoundations-you-should-know-87096
36

Ibid.
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values. “The facilitators themselves should be members of the
communities or ethnic groups in which they are hoping to facilitate
change. Communities are given the tools to create change from
within.”
3. Leadership: Greenbaum rarely funds a group if he hasn't met its
executive director, and his decision often hinges on the drive and
ability of a group’s leadership. Groups the Greenbaum Foundation
funds tend to have founders who are still running things, and who
live by their work. “It is not a job to them, but a burning, passionate
obsession that drives them to work to the best of their abilities to
make the world a better place. They are also extremely capable
leaders and administrators with unquestioned integrity. A great idea
or organization will only succeed with a capable leader.”
A.U.M. Film and Media. A.U.M. Films and Media's mission is to
effectively and efficiently represent a harmonious voice for all life on
this planet, through all forms of media. Included among their
documentaries are "What The Health," "Cowspiracy," and "Running
For Good." A.U.M. works to create a movement towards
compassionate co-existence.
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3.8 Faith-Based Fund
Christian Super has a team dedicated to impact investing and structured by asset
class, including specialists for each asset type to conduct research on various parts
of the portfolio. As their expertise has grown, the fund has seen an opportunity to
use their knowledge to help others.
Asset Class

Personal and corporate superannuation and account-based pension
fund

Primary UN
Sustainable
Development
Goal/Theme

An ethical investment a superannuation fund that chooses
investment options based on a set of social, environmental and
ethical criteria. If an investment does not satisfy these criteria, it will
be excluded. This is known as a negative screen.
For Christian Super, it will not invest in companies involved in
embryonic stem cell research, oral contraceptives, abortion pills, and
IUDs; screens out companies that derive more than 5% of revenue
from alcohol production or gambling or 10% from alcohol
distribution; screens out "where possible" companies than derive
more than 10% of their revenue from unhealthy fast food products.
The fund has completed 22 deals in 10 different governance
jurisdictions, representing over 200 underlying portfolio companies.
The portfolio is diversified by sector and geography, and is split into
defensive and growth investments. The fund has also invested in
clean technology, sustainable agriculture, community infrastructure,
venture capital and social benefit bonds.

Headquarters: Australia
Years of
Operation:
Total Assets
Under
Management
Investment
Thesis

Financial
Performance

It was established in 1984.
The fund has been serving the education and religious sectors with
over 25k members with total assets under management of $1.4
billion funds under management.
The fund was one of the first pension funds in Australia to
incorporate ESG and impact across its portfolio and one of the few
institutional impact investors globally with a long-term track record.
The fund is a public offer fund and allows members from all
industries to apply for membership. Christian Super follows an
Ethical Investment Charter that focuses on investments that support
Christian core values. Christian Super offers an investment menu of
4 diversified investment options and a cash option.
Fees are higher than the industry average across all account
balances assessed. The average annual return ranges from 11.15%
(ethical high growth) to 7.78% (ethical balanced) over past five years
as of June 2015, after deduction of account management fees.
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Against a performance benchmark of inflation + 4% per annum (pa),
the impact portfolio returned 6.5% pa after fees over the six years
ending December 31, 2016, outperforming its benchmark (CPI+4%
over a 7 year period) by 0.3% (Figure 3). Growth assets in the
portfolio have been built largely in the past three years and consists
primarily of private equity investments where the returns are typically
back-ended. The more defensive assets, however, which consists of
investments with some form of explicit or implicit capital protection,
more than offsets this impact, allowing the portfolio to exceed its
target return.
Investment
Case

Winnows Solutions
London-based startup Winnow Solutions, a Christian Super Impact
Investment through Circularity Capital, is on a mission to
dramatically reduce food waste in commercial kitchens globally by
using a simple tech solution.
Restaurants and commercial kitchens around the world generate an
estimated US$100 billion in food waste every year. Winnow has
successfully developed an innovative tablet-based system that
allows commercial kitchens to halve their food waste and reduce
thousands of tons in greenhouse gas emissions. With clients such
as Compass Group, IKEA, Accor Hotels, Scandic Hotels and
Carnival Cruises already adopting the technology, Winnow
estimates a combined saving of 4,300 tons of food waste, the
equivalent of over 10,000,000 meals every year or one meal every
three seconds.
Environmental Impact
Food waste represents a major environmental threat, with one third
of all food wasted from farm to fork. The food waste that rots in
landfills produces a large amount of greenhouse gases, including
methane. If food waste was a country, it would be the world’s third
largest emitter of greenhouse gases behind the USA and China.
Winnow tackles this problem with its smart tech solution. Winnow
give commercial kitchens the technology to log every food item they
throw away. The cumulative data this produces helps kitchens to
make smarter choices in food prep, portion control and batch sizes
based on day-to-day food waste. Since launching in 2013, Winnow
has helped clients cut food waste by 40-75%. Reducing food waste
saves money and lowers the environmental impact of food
production. Winnow has operations in 29 countries, working with
thousands of chefs and cooks to reduce food waste.
Winnow’s Commitment:
• Connecting commercial kitchens to the cloud, allowing them
to record and analyze exactly what is put in the bin.
• Creating a movement of chefs and inspiring others to see that
food is too valuable to waste.
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•

Giving chefs the information necessary to drive improvements
in their production processes to cut food.
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Section 4. Impact Investment in South Korea
4.1 South Korea Impact Investment Overview
Korea is one of few success stories in economic and social development in the
world. From its predominantly agricultural state, South Korea had to advance
possessing few natural resources. Korea’s growth initially depended on a low wage,
educated and disciplined labor force to produce goods for exports. When the state
prioritized economic development on a combination of state planning and private
entrepreneurship, South Korea achieved its rapid economic development into a
prosperous, industrial society.
Therefore, a combined effort of state and entrepreneurs that later became familyowned conglomerates led to a rise of a more capital-intensive industries in
manufacturing, construction, and steel industries.
Korea’s strong DNA for entrepreneurship that bred Samsung, POSCO, LG, and
others became the foundation for the social innovation startup and IT entrants. With
the growth of democracy, civic society demanded alternative and innovative forms of
finance to solve social problems, and government has been actively involved in
matching the demand for a balanced and stable growth.
The Social Enterprise Promotion Act (SEPA) was enacted on December 8, 2006 and
became effective on July 1, 2007.37 The Korea Social Enterprise Promotion Act
came into force in 2007, resulting in the establishment of the Korea Social Enterprise
Promotion Agency (KoSEA), a state-run incubator for SEs, the Korean Social
Investment Fund (KSIF), a social consulting organization which promotes
sustainability amongst businesses, the Seoul Social Economy Support Centre, as
well as a range of SME financing products and preferential access to public
procurement bidding.38 Korea is also a member of the Global Steering Group (GSG),
a successor to the Social Impact Investment Taskforce, created and empowered by
the UK Presidency and the G8.
Areas of investments are thus defined by the social and local needs shared by the
government. SEs are defined as those that “perform business activities of producing
and selling products and services while pursuing such social purposes as providing
vulnerable social groups with social services or jobs to improve the quality of life of
the local residents.”
The idea of social value is increasingly applied to overall public and private sectors.
The city of Busan in November of 2018, kicked off its first social venture fund ‘CCVC
Korea Impact Fund’ (CCVC 코리아임팩트 펀드) in concert with the Housing Wellfare
Foundation (주거복지재단), Korea Venture Investment Corps (한국벤처투자),
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Coolidge Corner Investment (쿨리지코너인베스트먼트㈜).39 According to the city of
Busan, the initiative seeks for financial returns and to solve social problems with
innovation and growth under the following UN Sustainable Development Goals:
poverty, education, gender equality, water, energy, employment, environment,
peace, and others.40
Korean governments have made efforts to mobilize participation of the private sector
and civil society in furthering social development. However, actual contribution of
business and financial communities has been slow compared to other advanced
countries.
There are some impediments for Korea to embrace a sustainable public-private
blended financing infrastructure. Korea’s government development agency, Korean
International Cooperation Agency(KOICA) is dedicated to grant aid programs and
has been examining the practice to implement impact investing.41,42 KOICA noted it
currently faces some challenges in regard to the implementation of impact investing,
such as burden of entry into a new field, deficiency of dedicated team and personnel
with expertise in investment, constraints on business structure and budget size, and
lack of potential partners and business opportunities.43
In Korea, social investment has an impact-first orientation than as mechanisms for
financial returns. Ventures that became interested in investing in social enterprises
with social and financial returns came about growing social enterprise ecosystem
with incubators, accelerators, and co-working spaces. Venture groups like D3
Jubilee and Crevisse Partners built awareness around impact investment
opportunities by accelerating the operations, equity investing, and building capacities
for shared learning. Social venture acceleration and incubation are also done by
other institutions like MYSC, HGI, and SK Happiness Foundation.44
These incubators act as intermediaries for social entrepreneurs to build operations
and secure external partnerships. Sopoong, which was launched by the founder of
Daum, is an impact investing venture group. It invested in SoCar, a car-sharing
company based in Seoul. SoCar obtained public parking spaces with the
government support and then it obtained funding from the Seoul Social Investment
Fund. And subsequently, the business secured funding from private investors Bain
Capital and SK Group to exit.45
South Korea is one of the most business-friendly environments to foster
entrepreneurship. There exists sufficient government support with incubation,
procurement, funding, policies, and incubation expertise with government grants on
39
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public-private partnership investments, such as green finance, SIBs, and other
investment mechanisms. However, despite the many approaches and investment
opportunities, impact investing is still not as active in South Korea. There is a limited
impact investment opportunities in public and real estate markets that would have
competitive financial returns with impact. There is also general skepticism that
impact investment could have high returns. The domestic laws also are not
conducive for a more flexible impact investment approaches. For instance, nonprofits
cannot keep more than five percent of its own equities.
Korean domestic impact investment ecosystem can be transformed by overcoming
the stated challenges. Here are the recommendations for each stated industry.
4.2 Recommendation: Government
The idea of social innovation is considered as derived from the political left. This is
due to the forefront advocate of social innovation was from Park Wonsoon, the
Mayor of Seoul City.46
Social innovation is seen as a partisan. The main point of criticism is that a social
innovation budget will be used to support many activists and practitioners, mainly
from the civil society. Civil society organizations are seen as more progressive and
often in opposition to those with conservative perspectives.
The word “social” is misunderstood, as traditionally, South Korea has been a
government and corporation driven society. When the Korean government’s social
innovation task force first talked about social economy, they found that the general
public were uncomfortable with the word ‘social’ and asked “if it meant socialist.”47
The most effective way to address these challenges is to create a public consensus
and influence policy. By pursuing a blended finance model or large government-led
funds, they can spread awareness of social investment opportunities and also
pursue a mechanism where it shares risk with the other stakeholders.
From the government arm, it needs to lay the groundwork for the agenda to be
embraced and embedded across the funders – institutional and venture capital. The
momentum needs to also be balanced with political commitment, alignment with
local cities, and the existing infrastructure to allow for the legal framework for impact
investors and social innovators to flourish.
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4.3 Recommendation: Asset Management Funds
A well-constructed impact portfolio is globally diversified with multiple asset class
and sub-asset class allocations. The primary difference between an impact portfolio
and a traditional portfolio involves the investment philosophy and process of the
underlying managers and funds the portfolio invests with; asset managers that are
integrating environmental, social and governance (“ESG”) criteria into their
investment process and are transparently monitoring the impact of their efforts are
preferred when constructing an impact portfolio. Furthermore, although portfolio risks
and returns are compared against traditional benchmarks, impact metrics are also
tracked.
However, challenges persist for social innovation sectors to participate in the global
economy in South Korea, as there is simply a lack of public equity listed companies
with competitive financial and impact returns.
In the United States, asset management solutions pursue a blended finance model
with social goals integrated into the investment process. Adoption of corporate
shared values, sustainable development goals, and global agendas are still nascent
in the Korean social venture scene. For large asset management institutions in
Korea without blended social objectives, there is a niche to invest in risk or growth
capital for social enterprises. An impact-based portfolio could invest in market-rate
and/or below-market-rate investments, depending on the investor’s risk- return profile
and impact intent.
Across geographies, sectors, or stages of market or company development, overinvestment in impact practices may create a drag on financial returns. Whether this
drag is an acceptable “tradeoff” for the level of impact return and/or level of evidence
of impact is a choice each investor will need to make. It may be possible to surmise
that certain investments with particular impact goals and standards for impact
evidence are likely to have a wider range of potential deviations from “market-rate”
returns.
4.4 Recommendation: Impact Enterprises
In South Korea, the idea of social innovation focuses on citizens leading the ideation,
planning as well as implementation of projects. Therefore, one of the existing
obstacles is that there is simply a lack of social enterprises capitalizing on financial
returns or have strong operational resilience. Korean institutional frameworks
separate strictly the planning and implementation stage when funding social
enterprises. Impact enterprises should be diligent to carve out a unique competitive
differentiation in their respective markets to ensure sustainable financial viability.
Similarly, they should be diligent to seek out collaboration opportunities to achieve
the benefits that derive from size and scale.
For these social enterprises, they should proactively measure the social and
environmental objectives as directly tied to the business model. Therefore, the
measurement of these indicators may be no different from measurement of the
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business indicators. In addition, reporting of the impact and financial metrics will help
to drive further accountability and transparency among organizations.
These organizations can also enroll in approval processes that help promote sector
accountability and transparency. B Corp that evaluates the social and environmental
impact of companies and funds and assigns them a score based on certain criteria.
GIIRS measures the social and environmental impact of funds and companies and
provides comparable and verified metrics and ratings. These ratings in such
approval processes can help legitimize social enterprises and further its global
potential applications.
A common language around social metrics and standards allows stakeholders to
communicate more effectively, benchmark and compare investments, and evaluate
social and environmental performance. Comparable metrics like using SDGs allow
investors to employ different strategies on the social bottom line, and thus are
important for mainstreaming impact investing. Intermediaries can play a key role in
advancing this common language. South Korea can maximize its competitive edge in
technologies and entrepreneurship, have them adaptable for SDGs to extend its
global reach.
The funders generally are left to government, a program introduced by institutional
investors, nonprofits, and other accelerators than from its value-driven institutional
asset management model.
What South Korean ecosystem currently lacks is a mechanism to import knowledge
of overseas impact investing trends. With strategic partnerships with global fund
managers, the incubated companies can extend their reach and learn from best
practices. Multi-stakeholder partnerships and collaborations will become increasingly
important in realizing these shared value opportunities.
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Writer’s Comment
With a diversity of players in investment capital, there has been an explosion of
individuals, organizations and institutions exploring a host of issues related to more
than simple economics, social issues or environmental challenge.
Organizations set in motion to adopt impact investing in its own respective
organizations in vehicles across social enterprise, effective philanthropy, corporate
social responsibility and social investing. While there is a critical momentum toward
achieving of the shared SDGs and acceleration toward goals, there is a potential to
embrace the market potential in each societal demand by assessing the
organizations currently in motion.
The report offers a general overview of issues confronting those active in this field of
work and ultimately, all these activities are, in the end, strategies which may
simultaneously advance the economic, social and environmental interests we share
and we can leverage possible from all investments being made in the effort to
maximize shared value.
By providing a perspective of the emerging trends, contextual backgrounds, and
other common areas of goals, there may exist an emergent opportunity to organically
approach in the pursuant of human and social capital.
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APPENDIX B: Different Approaches to Impact Creation
Sustainable & Impact Investment Managers
• Focus on companies who are becoming market leaders by evolving their
business models to address sustainability issues and create meaningful
environmental and social outcomes
• Sustainability analysis provides greater insights into business models,
practices, products and/or services
• Identify factors that may increase risk and diminish value, such as:
greenhouse gas emissions, strip mining or water pollution
• Discover innovative and responsible companies
• Ascertain quality management teams with a focus on good corporate
governance
Mission-Aligned Investing
• Investments that seek to achieve specific social and/or environmental goals
while targeting market-rate financial returns; these are more commonly used
by foundations
Program-Oriented Investing
• Foundation strategy that seeks investments to achieve specific charitable
goals consistent with the foundation’s mission, typically targeting belowmarket-rate returns
Blended Value, Impact First, and Financial First
• Blended Value: Investments that offer both positive impact and competitive
financial return
• Impact First Investments: Potentially compromising returns or increasing risk
in exchange for greater environmental or social impact
• Financial First Investments: Potentially compromising some impact in
exchange for greater financial return
Patient Capital/Slow Money
• Investing in innovative solutions with significant positive impact and being
willing to wait a longer period before achieving financial returns, primarily
venture capital investments50
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APPENDIX C: SDG Aligned Initiatives
The SDGs impact upon the capital markets in a number of ways, but the most
relevant for our purposes are:
•
•
•

the SDGs are a global consensus on long-term sustainability goals, and
investors have a role to play in achieving those goals;
they can be used as a framework for measuring real world impact at the
investor and system level;
they act as signposts for economic actors and public=sector policy, which will
impact finance, both at the macro level of GDP growth and the sustainability
of the financial system, as well as on the micro level of risks and opportunities
for companies and investments.51

Although all SDGs can arguably be tied to impact investing, SDG Goals most
relevant to the field are the following:
•
•
•
•
•

SDG Goal 8 “Decent Work and Economic Growth”
o Employment, sustainable income, youth and community growth
SDG Goal 9 “Industry Innovation and Infrastructure”
o Build resilient infrastructure, promote inclusive and sustainable
industrialization and foster innovation
SDG Goal 10 “Reduced Inequalities”
o Reduce inequality within and among nations
SDG Goal 13 “Sustainable Cities and Communities”
o Take urgent action to combat climate change and its impacts (new
energy paradigm, water, and disaster)
SDG Goal 17 “Partnership for the Goals”
o Strengthen the means of implementation and revitalize the global
partnership for sustainable development52
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The sustainable development goals adopted by all United Nations Member States in 2015, provides a
shared blueprint for peace and prosperity for people and the planet, now and into the future. At its
heart are the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), which are an urgent call for action by all
countries - developed and developing - in a global partnership. They recognize that ending poverty
and other deprivations must go hand-in-hand with strategies that improve health and education,
reduce inequality, and spur economic growth – all while tackling climate change and working to
preserve our oceans and forests.
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APPENDIX D: Increasing Variety of Asset Classes (Complementary Case Studies)
•

Development finance institutions (“DFIs”) were initially capitalized by
governments to complement donor aid, and many now sustain their
operations from earned income. These include the multilateral International
Finance Corporation (“IFC”), regional banks such as the European Bank for
Reconstruction and Development (“EBRD”) and investment organizations
such as the US Overseas Private Investment Corporation (“OPIC”) and the
Commonwealth Development Corporation (“CDC”) in the UK.

•

Network or association of venture capitalists for creating social impact and
economic value such as Omidyar Network employs a blended structure of
venture capital, technology, and management skills in bringing about the
changes. Often, they form a consortium to invest in a project.

•

Infrastructure: Investments into the facilities and structures required for the
effective operation of an economy and society, usually involving the provision
of essential physical structures and services to populations at the bottom of
the economic pyramid.

•

Real Estate: Investments made into sustainably managed properties, or
properties currently in development in regeneration areas or among lowincome populations, and in which social and environmental objectives are
intentionally sought, such as smart growth, green buildings, urban
regeneration, and affordable housing.

•

Commercial banks such as Deutsch Bank, J.P. Morgan Chase, and Charity
Bank in the UK tap into retail customer interest in impact investment and lend
to charities.

•

Retirement fund managers such as PGGM in Holland and TIAA-CREF in
the US are responding to demand for impact investments rather than simply
socially responsible investments that “do no harm.”

•

Boutique investment funds such as responsibility in Switzerland and Root
Capital in the US are raising capital from a growing class of high-net worth
individuals, family offices and private foundations seeking fund managers who
can offer high-impact, low-risk investment options.

•

Companies such as General Mills and the Starbucks are diversifying their
supply chains and expanding their fair-trade operations through impact
investment. French food company Danone is teaming with Grameen to
address malnutrition. Others are using impact investments to identify the
potential for serving new markets.

•

Community development finance institutions (“CDFIs”) are private
financial institutions dedicated to delivering responsible, affordable lending to
help low-income, low-wealth, and other disadvantaged people and
communities join the economic mainstream.
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•

Cash/Cash Equivalents: Investments of cash assets (such as certificates of
deposit, savings accounts, and money market accounts) into community
banks and local financial institutions that make investments specifically into
organizations that are intentionally seeking social or environmental objectives.

•

Fixed Income: Bonds with maturities ranging from short term (less than one
year) to long term (five to more than 30 years) issued by governments,
corporations or financial institutions that result in capital flow to impact
enterprises or projects that address social or environmental
challenges. These include traditional and untraditional bond structures.

•

Social Impact Bonds are a pay-for-success contract in which a private
investor provides the investment capital to fund an intervention to address a
social challenge, typically related to behavioral change (e.g. recidivism,
homelessness, childhood obesity, etc.). The investor is paid a financial return
based on the savings actually achieved as a result of a successful
intervention (e.g. fewer people in prison save the government money; the
government pays the investor out of these savings).53,54,55,56,57
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APPENDIX E: Asset Diversity Across Classes

Source: VERIS, Impact Investing Primer, p.7

APPENDIX F: Assets Aligned with Sectors

Source: Arabella Advisors, Exponent Philanthropy, and Mission Investors Exchange. (2015).
Essentials of Impact Investing: A guide for small-staffed foundations.
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APPENDIX G: Different Funds on Different Stages

Source: Bridgespan Group, What is Impact Investing

APPENDIX H: International Impact Investing Networks

58
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APPENDIX II. Additional Readings
Academic Research Meta-Study: Fulton, Mark, et al., “Sustainable Investing:
Establishing Long Term Value and Performance,” Deutsche Bank Climate Change
Advisors, June 2012.
This Deutsche Bank report looks at over 300 studies that were conducted on
performance of indices and funds that incorporate environmental, social and
governance factors into equity portfolio construction. The studies show:
• 100% of academic studies agree that companies with high ratings for CSR
and ESG factors have a lower cost of capital in terms of debt (loans and
bonds) and equity. In effect, the market recognizes that these companies are
lower risk than other companies and rewards them accordingly.
• 9% of the studies show that companies with higher ratings for ESG factors
exhibit market-based outperformance. Here again the market is showing a
correlation between financial performance of companies and what it perceives
to be advantageous ESG strategies, at least over the medium (3-5 years) and
long term (5-10 years).
Outperformance Found in High Sustainability Companies: Eccles, Robert, et al.,
“The Impact of Corporate Culture of Sustainability on Corporate Behavior and
Performance,” HBS Working Paper Series 12-035, November 2011.
• “Using a matched sample of 180 companies, we find that corporations that
voluntarily adopted environmental and social policies many years ago –
termed as High Sustainability companies – exhibit fundamentally different
characteristics from a matched sample of firms that adopted almost none
of these policies – termed as Low Sustainability companies…Overall, we
find evidence that firms in the High Sustainability group are able to
significantly outperform their counterparts in the Low Sustainability group.”
The Mystery of Capital, Hernando de Soto
• Presents the concept of “dead capital” in many emerging markets: Due to
extensive bureaucracy and high registration costs, assets are owned
informally (outside the legal infrastructure), which then limits the owner’s
ability to realize the value of those assets in future transactions.
The Fortune at the Bottom of the Pyramid, C.K. Prahalad
• The original thesis that profitable business models can serve to improve
the lives of poor people. The latest edition (2010 at time of publishing)
includes case studies of some of the most prominent examples of impact
investments.
The Next 4 Billion, World Resources Institute
• A survey of the population that comprises the base of the economic
pyramid, globally. The work includes analysis of income and expenditure
data for poor households across sectors including Healthcare, Food,
Water, Housing, Energy, Transportation, Information and Communication
Technology.
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New Frontiers of Philanthropy: A Guide to the New Actors and New Tools that Are
Reshaping Global Philanthropy and Social Investing, edited by Lester M. Salamon
• Provides an overview and roadmap of the significant proliferation of new
actors and tools that have emerged in the philanthropic and social
investing arena. (Forthcoming Spring 2011.)
Investing for Social and Environmental Impact: A Design for Catalyzing an Emerging
Industry, The Monitor Institute
• An outline of the developments that would facilitate the growth of the
impact investing industry.
Investing for Impact: Case Studies Across Asset Classes, Bridges Ventures and The
Parthenon Group
• An introduction to impacting investing and a showcase of current
examples of impact investments across the impact- and financial-first
spectrum.
Emerging Markets, Emerging Models, Monitor Group
• Analyses the behaviors, economics and social outcomes of different types
of social enterprise business models in India.
Impact Investing: A Framework for Policy Design and Analysis, Ben Thornley, David
Wood, Katie Grace, and Sarah Sullivan
• Describes the role of government in impact investing markets and is a
resource for designing policy with the objective of catalyzing private
capital. Includes sixteen detailed case studies of policies from around the
world. (Forthcoming December 2010.)
Financing Change: Impact Investing for Blended Value, Antony Bugg-Levine and Jed
Emerson
• An overview of the emergence of the global impact investing industry and
description of the opportunities and challenges it creates for how we
invest, address social challenges, regulate investment and philanthropy,
and develop leadership. (Forthcoming 2011.)
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